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ANALYSIS  AND FORECASTS REPORT
INTRODUCTORY NOTE
The present report differs  considerably from its  predecessors.
Previous reports have presented forecasts for  each of  3 modes for
all  international  intra  EUR-IO relationships  and the forecasts
have been prepared on the basis of analysis at the l0  NST Chapter
level.  Up to  1985 the basic work was done by consultants but the
actual report was prepared by Commission officials.  In  1986 the
work was transferred into  the Commission, but the results  were
available very late  and the figures at  the NST level  hrere
inadequate. It  was thus finally  decided not to publish the 1986
Analysis and Forecast Report.
Changes in  personnel have made it  inpracticable to reestablish a
useful model along the traditional  lines  in  time for  the 1987
Analysis and Forecast Report. It  has thus been decided to produce
a report of a completely different  style  which relates only to
road transport and, in particular,  the share of the Community
Quota in  international  intra-Community transport,  an important
structural  problem following the Council's decision to  increase
the Community Quota by 4O t  per annum.
It  is  hoped that  readers will  welcome this  departure to  look at  a
more topical  issue. Any comments from readers will  be welcome.CONTENTS
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Trends in  to"
I.1  Introduction
As explained in  section 6.1 of  the L9A4 Annual Report, ErI
analysis of national and internatj-onal transport is  best
carried out in  tonne-kilometres  rather than tonnes especially
for  the road sector. It  has also been shown (in  section 2.3.2
of the 1985 Annual Report) that  ttre average distance under a
Community Quota authorization is  about twice that of aII
"trire  and reward" movements; this  again reinforces the reason
for  using tonne-kilometres rather than tonnes in  the
analysis in  this  Report.
In its  Report to the Council on the t"larket Observation System
in  October 1984, the Commission indicated a number of
improvements that  it  was seeking in  the Road Directive.
Particularly  relevant to this  Report were the introduction of
quarterly  statistics  and "cross-trades" (carriage by
hauliers of  l'lember State A from Member StaLe B to  Member
State C), indeed an extension to  "cross-trades" was foreseen
in  the Commission's earlier  Report to the Council on the Road
Directive in  May 1983. Unfortunately progress on these
extensions has not been as fast  as was anticipated so that
only annual "bilateral"  data is  currently  available through
the Statistical  Office of  the European Communities (SoEc).
Partial  data on "cross-trades"  is  available through the
Community Quota Statistics  but information from Belgian and
Dutch sources suggest that  only about half  of  the
"cross-trades" in  1984 were carried out under Community  Quota
authorizations.
Data from the Road Directive  (78/546) is  available since
1980, but as Greece joined the Community in  1981, the
analysis is  simplified  by starting  from 1981. At the time of
writing,  March 1987, the 1985 data required by the Directive
is  still  being checked by the SOEC. It  is  thus only possible
to  examine the overall  trends from t98I  to  1984.I.2  Overall trends in  international  intra-Communjlty road haulage,
Table l.L  shows the overall  trends in  international
intra-Community tonne-kilometres carried out by road hauliers
from each Member State on bilateral  movement$, i.e.
cross-trades  and moveiments by hauliers  from non-Member States
are excluded. The for:mer are estimated at  about 4 * of  all
bilateral  t-km in  19t]4 but are expected to  increase fairly
rapidly with the exptrnsion of  the Community Ouota; the latter
are only important orr specific  routes t  e.9.  German/ftaty
where 15-20 t  of  tonnage is  carried by Austrjlan and Swiss
hauliers,  and Germany/Greece  where L0 t  of  t,onnage is  carried
also by non-lulember State hauliers  ( see pages 19 and 20 of
1983 Annual Report).
Table 1.1 shows that  there was an overall  increase of  18.3 t
in  international  intr:a-Conrnunity transport between 198I and
L984 (5.8 t  per annurn). Growth was particular:ly  strong for
the peripheral Member: States (cn, IRL and UK), Belgium and
the Netherlands. These growth rates are quite  impressive  when
compared to the 3.7 il increase in  EUR-IO Gross Domestic
Product volume from n981 to  1984.
Table I.1  Tonne-kilornetres  achieved by each nationalitlr  of
hauliers on international  intra  EUIf-1O traffic
(x mio t-krn)
Nationality
of  haulier 1981  L982  1983  1984
t  change
84/8L
D
F
r  (a)
NL
B
L (b)
UK
IRL
DK
GR
L4077  15638  L6r62  16780
14065  L276L  L3428  r5rr5
14000  L4037  15491  L5223
L265L  L4206  r5r15  L6255
7906  8650  8785  10053
44L  449  449p  4491>
2679  2873  3449  3511
373  4L7  546  494
3349  3589  3902  39L2
L742  2306  27L8  25L6
+ L9.2
+  7.5
+  8.7
+ 28.5
+ 27.2
+ 31.1
+ 32.4
+ 16.8
+ 44.4
EUR-10 7L283  74926  80045  84308 + I8.3
Annual
change + 5.Ig  + 6.8t  + 5.3t
Notes
(a) I  figures based on tonnages from Italian  foreign trade
statistics,  distances assumed to be the same as partner
Member State for  each relation.
(b) L figures for  L982 have been corrected by SOIIC, 1981 is  an
estimate (average of  1980 and L982), 1983 ancl 1984 are
provisional figures based on L982.I.3  Overall trends for  "Hire and Reward" and "Own Account" in
international  intra-Co
*  n account" t-km was stable from 19BI
to  1983 but as "hire  and reward" t-km rose sharply, the share
of  "own account" fell.  In  L984, "own account" t-km jumped
nearly 15 t  (well above "hire  and rewaf,d", just  under 4 t)  so
that  "own account" share recovered most of  the loss observed
from 1981 to  1983.
Table 1.3 corresponds to Table 1.1 except that  it  refers  to
"Hire and Reward" hauliers only.  As "Hire and Reward" is  over
85 I  of the total  market, the percentage changes are
generally similar  to  those of  Table 1.1.
"Hire and Reward" figures are presented, however, since these
are needed in  connectj-on with the analysis of  the Conununity
quota.
To follow the evolution of  the share between "Hire and
Reward" and "Own Account" it  is  easier to  consider the "Own
Account" (with percentages  around 15 t)  rather than the "Hire
and Reward"i these are shown in  Table L.4. Most Member States
show a declining or stable share of  "O'wn Account" except for
France, where the downward trend was abruptly reversed in
1984.
Table L.2  Tonne-kilometres by "Hire and Reward" hauliers and by
"Ovrn Account" hauliers  (x mio t-km)
Type of
carrier 1981  L982  1983  1984
t  change
84/8r
Hire and
Reward
(Annual
Change )
60653  6427L  69490  72202
(+6.0r) (+8.1r) (+3.9r)
+ 19.0
Own
Account
(AnnuaI
Change )
10630  10655  10555  L2LO6
(+0.2r) (-o.er) (+r4.7r)
+ r3.9
TotaI
(AnnuaI
Change )
7L283  74926  80045  84308
(+5.lt)  (+6.8t)  (+S.3r)
+ 18.3
Share of
Own
Account
L4.9*  L4.22  13.2t  l.4.42
(21Table 1.3  Tonne-kilometres achieved by each nationality  of
haulier  on international  intra  EUR-Ir0 traffic  by "[[ire
and Reward" lhauliers (x mio t-km).
Nationality
of haulier
1981  1982  1983  1984 t  change
84/8L
D
F
r  (a)
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
L2208  13731  L4236  L479".2
L2260  11261  11881  1292",2
LL928  12058  13463  13047
rr057  12568  13368  1451t3
5463  6010  6401  6936
352e  323  323p  323p
2422  2539  3151  31618
320  3s6  458  45r
290L  3119  349L  352'9
L7 42  2306  27 LB  25116
+ 2L.2
+  5.4
+  9.4
+ 3I.3
+ 27.O
+ 30.8
+ 40.9
+ 2L.6
+ 44.4
EUR-IO 60653  6427L  69490  722Ot,2 + 19.O
AnnuaI
Change + 6.0t  + 8. It  + 3.9t
EUR-10
excl.
IandL
48373  51890  55704  58832 + 2L.6
Notes: As per Table 1.1, but additionally,  I  "Hire and Reward" share
assumed to be Community average each year in  absence of  any
other information.
e = estimate
p = provisional
Table 1.4  Percentage  s,hare of  Own Account for  ,each nationality  of
haulier  in  international  intra  EUR-1rO traffic
Nationality
of haulier 198I  ]-982  1983  198r,4
Dif f erernce
84/8t
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
13.3  L2.2  11.9  r1.8
L2.8  11.8  rr.5  14.5
L2.;
,0.:
rl .5
30. 5
28. 0
It.6
L4.6
13. I
0
rr.;  ro.;
27.L  31.r0
9.6
L4.2
r3.4
0
8.6
16. I
10. 5
0
9.8
8.7
9. rB
r0
EUR-10 L4.9  L4.2  L3 .2  r4.,4 0. 5;
AnnuaI
difference o.7  1.0  + L.21.4 OveraII trends in  national  road haulage, 1981-1984
Table 1.5 shows that  the overall  increase of  national
transport  in  the Community between l98l  and 1984, 4.6 3,  is
very much smaller than for  international  transport,  18.3 t.
OnIy for  ltaly  (where the figures  should be treated with  some
reserve) is  the increase in  national  transport  similar  to
international  transport;  indeed, the increase for  the Rest of
the Community (without  Italy)  is  only  3.0 t.
Table 1.6 presents similar  figures  to  Table 1.5,  but  for
"Hire and Reward" only.  In this  table  ltaly  and Luxembourg
(except for  1982) have been omitted.  The overall  increase,
3,6 8,  is  slighly  higher than for  "Hire  and Reward" + "ohrn
Account" when Italy  (and Luxembourg) are omitted (+ 3.0 *).
"Hire and Reward"has  done $rorse than "O\,'rn Account" in  Germany
and France, equally well  in  Netherlands and better  in  the
other l'lember States.
There results  are confirmed in  Table 1.7 which shows that  in
Germany and France "Own Account" improved their  share by
1.5t,  Netherlands was stable,  and other  Member States showed
falls.  The overall  trend of  "Own Account" for  the whole
Community has been steadily  down with  the main drop occuring
between L9B2 and 1983.
Table I.5  Tonne-kilometres  achieved by each nationality  of
haulier  on national  traffic  (x mio t-krn)
Nationality
of  haulier 1981  L9B2  1983  1984
I  change
84/8L
IRL
DK
GR
D
F
r  (a)
NL
B
L
UK
94815  91935  95263  97708
78929  77070  78186  78648
rr5loo  123063 L27909 L25277
17481  L7595  17106  r8r23
10060  lo20t  9910  10684
27Le  263  263p  263p
94800  91800  92300  98924
4303  4042  3989  3970
7L2L  6969  7250  7709
8235 (b)  8522  8029  9540
+  3.1
o.4
+  8.8
+  3.7
+  6.2
+  4.4
7.7
+  8.3
+ 15.8
EUR-I0 431115  43L460  440205  450846 +  4.6
Annual
Change + o.lt  + 2.ot  + 2.42
EUR.IO
excl.
IandL 3L5744  308134 312033 323306 +  3.0
Notes:  (a)  Italian  figures  are estimates based on the difference
between the total  tonne kilometres in  Ita1y  as
reported to  European Conference of  Ministers  of
Transports  (ECMT) and the international
tonne-kilometres estimated for  Italian  hauliers,
Table I. I.
(b) Greek figure  for  1981 is  estimated by factoring  down
the 1982 Statistical  Directive  figure  (8522) by the
ratio  of  the f981 to  I-982 figures  for  total
tonne-kilometres in  Greece as reported to  ECMT.Table 1.6  Tonne-kilometres achieved by each nationality  of
haulier  on national traffic  by "Hire and Reward"
hauliers.  (x mio t-km)
Nationality
of haulier r98l  L982  1983  l9l84
I  change
84/8L
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
55093  53296  54765  553$5
45926  44648  45844  446,?)2
11358  I1I15  10686  LLTrti2
4551  4842  4551  49,2,3
45
s8600  57400  58900  632,+3
L469  1408  L323  1436
4830  4676  4974  553r
546L (lb) 5652  5809  70[]9
:
+
+
+
+
+
0.5
2.8
3.6
8.2
7,9
2.2
14. 5
29.8
EUR-I0
excl.
IandL 187288  183037  186852  193971 +  3.6
AnnuaI
change 2,,32 + 2.rt  + 3.8t
.Notess (b)  see note (b:) on Table 1.5
Table L.7  Percentage Share of  Own Account for  each nationality  of
haulier  in  nartional traffic.  llin t-krn)
Nationality
of haulier r98r  L982  1983  r9B4
Difference
84/8L
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
4L .9  42 .O  42 .5  43 ,,4
41.8  42.L  4L.4  43,,3
35. O  36.8  37 .5  35,, I
54.8  52,5  54. r  53,, 9
82.9
38.2  37 .5  36.2  36 ,, r
65.9  65.2  66.8  63,,8
32 .2  32 .9  31 . 4  28,,3
(33.7)  gg.Z  27.6  25,,7
+ I.5
+ 1.5
+ 0.I
-  0.9
2.r
2.r
3.9
8.O
EUR-I0
excl.
IandL 40.7  40.6  40.1  40,,0 - o.7
Annual
Difference 0.1  - 0.5  -  o.1
t0I.5  Overall trends of national and international  intra:Co**unig
Tabte L.g combines the figures  for  national road transport
(Table I.5)  and international  intra-Communi.ty road transport
(faUte I.1).  The overall  increase, 6.5 t,  is  closely linked
to the increase for  national transport which accounts for
about 85 t  of  the total  t-km at  Community level.
Table 1.9 shows the relative  importance of  international
intra-Community transport for  hauliers of  each Member State.
While these results  are not particularly  surprising it  is
thought that  these facts have been quantified before.
Evidently "small-" Member States are more likely  to  be
involved in  international  transport.  In the Bene1ux,
Netherlands and Belgium have almost already reached the 50 t
leveL, while Luxembourg is  over 60 t.  The very low figure  for
United Kingdom, 3 t,  is  much lower than any other Member
State but one must remember that  the Directive results  do not
contain unaccompanied semi-trailers  (about  half  the
cross-channel traffic).  A11 Mernber States show an increasing
importance for  international  transport in  1984 as compared to
1981.
Table 1.10 resembles Table 1.8 except that  it  relates only to
"Hire and Reward" hauliers.  The overall  increase is  7.3 t,
slightly  greater than that  for  "Hire and Reward + Own
Account" (5.7 t  when Italy  and Luxembourg are excluded).
Table I.1I  resembles Table 1.9 except that  it  only relates  to
"Hire and Reward" hauliers.  It  can be seen that,  generally,
international  transport is  more important for  "Hire and
Reward" hauliers  (23.3 t  in  L9A4) than for  "Hire and Reward +
Ourn Account" (15.8 t  in  1984). Again all  Member States show
an increasing importance for  international.
llTable l.g  Tonne-kilometrers achieved in  national  and international
intra-Community transport for each nationality of
haulier.  (xmiot-km)
Nationality
of haulier 1981  L982  1983  1984
t  change
84/8L
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
ro8892  107573  LLL425  rr448€l
92994  89831  91614  9376:l
129100  l-37r00  143400  140500
30132  31801  3222L  3437t
L7966  18851  18695  207311
7L2e  7L2  7L2P  7L1l'P
97479  94673  95749  LO243!'
4676  4459  4535  4461t
LO470  10558  11152  11621t
9977  10828  LO747  12056
+  5.1
+  0.8
+  8.8
+ 14.1
+ 15.4
+  5.1
4.5
+ I1.O
+ 20.8
EUR-10 502398  :i06386  520250  535154 +  6.5
Annual
change + o. 88  + 2.72  + 2.9*
EUR-10
excl.
IandL 372586  :168574  376138  3939412 +  5.7
Notess  e = estimalie
p = provis:lonal
Table 1.9  Importance of  :international  intra-Communrity transport  for
each nationalitY  of  haulier:
(  Internat:ional  t-km  ast  ) (mm;r  ii  )
Nationality
of haulier 1981  L982  1983  L984
Difference
84/8L
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
L2.9  L4.5  14.5  L4.7
r5.1  L4.2  L4.7  16. r
10.8  LO.2  10.8  10. B
42.O  44.7  46.9  47.3
44.O  45.9  47.O  48.5
(6r.e)  og.r  (63.1)  (63.1)
2.7  3.0  3.6  3.4
8.0  9.4  L2.O  r1.1
33.3  34.0  35.0  33.7
L7.5  2L.3  25.3  20.9
+ 1.8
+ 1.0
o
+ 5.3
+ 4.5
+ o.7
+ 3.1
+ 0.4
+ 3.4
EUR-10 L4.2  r4.8  r5.4  15.8 + I.6
Annual
difference + 0.6  + 0.6  + 0.4
EUR-I0
excl.
IandL
r5.3  L6.4  17.0  L7 .4 + 2.I
t2Table l.IO  Tonne-kilometres  achieved in  national  and
international  intra-Community transport  by "Hire
and Reward" hauliers  for  each nationality  of
haulier.  (x mio t-km)
Nationality
of  haulier r9B1  L982  1983  L984
I  change
84/8L
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
67301  67027  69001  70L47
58186  55909  57725  57554
224L5  23683  24054  26280
10014  10852  LO952  11859
368
6LO22  59939  6205L  66411
L7B9  L764  178r  1887
773L  7795  8465  9060
7203  7958  8527  9605
+  4.2
1.1
+ 17.2
+ 18.4
+  8.8
+  5.5
+ L7.2
+ 33.3
EUR-IO
excl.
IandL 23566L 234927 242556 252803 +  7.3
Table 1.1I  Importance of  international  intra-Community transport
foi  each nationality  of  haulier  (hire  and reward only):
(  International  t-km  as t  )
()
Nationality
of  haulier 1981  r9A2  r9B3  l9B4
Difference
84/8L
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
18.1  20.5  20.6  2r.L
2L.L  20.L  20.6  22.5
49.3  53.1  55.6  55.2
s4.6  55.4  58.4  sB. 5
87. B
4.O  4.2  5.1  4.8
L7.9  20.2  25.7  23.9
37 .5  40.0  4L.2  39. 0
24.2  29.O  31.9  26.2
+ 3.0
+ 1.4
+ 5.9
+ 3.9
+ 0.8
+ 6.0
+ 1.5
+ 2.O
EUR.lO
excl.
IandL 20.5  22.r  23.O  23.3 + 2.8
AnnuaI
difference + 1.6  + 0.9  + 0.3
r31.6 Trends in  Member Starte shares, 1981-1984
Table I.t2  shows thei trends in  Member State shares for  two of
the important criter:ia  examined earlier,  in{:ernational-
intra--Conununity "Hir:e and Reward" (taUte I.3)  and National
plus International  :Lntra-Community (fable  1,,8).
Over such a short period the percentage shares change
relatively  little  for  either  criteria  (whictr is  why figures
for  1982 and 1983 are not shown). There are however
substantial differences between the two cri'Leria
For the first  crite::ia  (international  intra.-Conununity "Hire
and Reward" ) which :[s relevant to discussions on the
Conrnunity Quota, Gelrmany, France, Italy  and Netherlands each
have around 20 t,  Bralgium nearly 1O t,  Unitr:d Kingdom and
Denmark each 4 to  5 t,  Greece 3 g and Luxembourg and Ireland
about 0.5 8.  (One should however remember tl:at  the United
Kingdom figures exc.Lude unaccompanied semi-l[railers).
For the second criteria  (national plus inte:rnational
intra-Conununity), I'EaIy leeds with  25 g (although this  figure
is  subject to  some :reserve) followed by Germanyr France and
United Kingdom with around 20 I  ( note the lilrge  increase f'rom
first  criteria  for  lUnited Kingdom), then a .large gap to
Netherlands (6 t)  and Belgium (nearly 4 t),  Denmark and
Greece (Z t),  Ireland (nearly L S) and Luxembourg (0.f  8).
The percentages for  this  second criteria  a3e, in  fact,  quite
close to the total  ;population shares which are given in  thre
final  column of  Table L.L2.
Table L.I2 Percentag,e shares of  each nationa,lity of haulier  in
internati,onal intra-Conununity "Hi:re and Reward" and
national plus internatj.onal j.ntrar-Community ( in
t-km) and total  population.
Nationality
of  haulier
International
Intra-Community
Hire and Reward
National pl.us
Internatiorral
Intra-Commurnity
Popu-.
lation
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
1981  1984
20. L
20.2
L9.7
L8.2
9.0
0.6
4.0
0.5
4.8
2.9
20.5
t7.9
r8. I
20. r
9.6
0.4
4.4
0.6
4.9
1981  7.984
2L.7
18. 5
25.7
6.0
3.6
0.1
L9.4
0.9
2.L
2.O
2!"L .4
7.7 .5
2t"6.3
6.4
3.9
0.1
1.9. r
0.8
2.2
2.3
19Er4
22.4
20.2
20.9
5.3
3.6
0.1
20.7
1.3
r.9
3.6
EUR-IO r00.0  r00.0 100.0  r00.0 100.,0
t4CHAPTER  2
The use of  Community Quota authorizations  1981-1984
2.L Introduction
An examination of  the 1984 Community Quota Statistics  was
presented in  Section 2.3 of the 1985 Annual Report which
particularly  examined the incidence of  cross-trading.
This chapter examines further  details  for  L984 and also the
evolution over time of  various trends, namely:
general trends for  Community Quotas, 1981-1985
-  general development of  cross-trading,  1983-1985
-  Community Quota shares of  "Hire and Reward" by relation
r984
cross-trading  on important relations,  1984-1985.
While the Community Quota Statistics  are complete (they are
required under negulation 3164/76 for  the allocation  of  the
additional  Community Quota), there is  one major difficulty
with the French data. In submitting figures for  the 1985
Conununity Quota Statistics  in  August 1986 which had been
substantially  revised upwards, the French authorities
indicated that  there were errors in  earlier  figures.  However
as no revised figures have to date been received, the
original  figures up to  1984 have trad to be used.
(3)
t52.2 General trends for  Community euotas, 1981-1985
In Table 2.I  are rep:roduced the t-km carried, by each
nationality  of haulier  since 198I. Between t.981 and 1994 the
total  number of  authrcrizations  increased for' 3827 to  4039 (5.5 g) whereas the t-km increased by (L6.2 t)  implying an
increase of  just  ove:r 10 t  in  the average use of  an
authorizatj-on (up fr,cm 1736 to  LgL2 thousand, t-km).
The increase in  t-km under the corununity euo'ta (L6.2 t  fronr
I98I to  1984 ) is  sli,thtly  less than that  for  all  ,'Hire and
Reward" hauliers  (19.0 t  in  Table I.3)  so thiet over this
period there was a s.Iight faII  in  the percen.tage of  t-km
carried under Conunun:ity Quota; details  are g.iven to the rigrht
in  Table 2.L. There is  considerable similari'by between the
increases for  eactr nationarity  of haulier  in  Table 2.L and
the increases given.in Table 1.3 (ttris  implires that  the sha.re
held by the Conwrunit:f Quota during this  period did not chanrge
very much -  see Table 2.2).  The main difference is  in  fact
for  Greece which had an unusually low utilisation  per
authorization priorbo  1984.
In 1985, the number of  authorizations increased from 4038 to
5268 ( 30. 5 I ) and there was a corresponding rsubstantial
increase in  t-km (g+.r E) so that  (apparent) average use ro'se
from L9I2 to  1965 thousand t-km. However, because of difficulties  with thr: French data (see section 2.L above)
care must be taken in  interpreting  this  incrr:ase in  average
use. If  the French dilta is  omitted then the number of
authorizations  increilsed by 3I.l  t  and the t-km increased b,y
29.L t,  impli.fying a small fall  in  average use of  just  ovet: 2*.
Leaving aside the la::ge (apparent) increase :For French hauliers  (74.3 t),  o'Lher large increases in  :t995 hrere
recorded for  Luxembourg, rrish  and Greek haulLiers; these latter  Member states rrrere the ones to  receive the highest proportional increase in  number of authorizations in  f985
lGTT;-ti-T-and  49 t  respectivety)  .
l6Table 2.1  Tonne-kirometres achieved by each nationality  of
haulier  under Corununity euoia authorizations.
(x mio t-km)
Notes:  General. EUR-10 totals  and changes have been calculated
from the more precise figures provided by Member States.
(a)  The French figures  for  1984 and 1985 are not
comparable (see section 2.1).
Table 2.2 shows the share of the Community Quota in  international
intra-Community "hire  and reward" traffic.  While the shares are
quite stable (except for  Luxembourg and Greece) for  the period
concerned (f98f-I984),  there are considerable differences  between
Member States.
Table 2.2  Percentage shag:e of  Conununity quota for  each
nationality  of haulier  in  (bitateral)  international
intra-EUR-lO "hire  and reward" traffic.
( in  t-km)
Notes:  (a)  The French figures prior  to  I9B5 are too low (see
section 2.L)
p= provisional
t7
Nationality
of haulier 1981 L982 1983 L984 1985
t  change
84/8L  8s/84
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
1413 1511 1593 1640 2L25
838  A23  82r  854  1489
1102 1036 LL27 1165 L49L
978  LO82 r180  rr94  L479
7L2  810  818  810  1084
138  L52  165  176  294
485  506  600  637  770
84  92  r04  L2L  204
854  962  10ll  LO22 L255
4L  42  52  101  160
+  16.1 + 29.6
+  2.O + 74.3 ( a)
+  5.7  + 28.O
+  22.L + 23.8
+  r3.8  + 33.9
+  28.L + 66.5
+  3r.3  + 21.0
+  44.9 + 68.0
+  19.6 + 22.8
+ L46.9 + 58.6
EUR-I0 6644 7015 747r  7720 10350 +  L6.2  + 34. I
Nationality
of haulier r98r  L982  1983  1984
Di fference
84/eL
D
F
I
NL
B
L
(a)
UK
IRL
DK
GR
ll.6
6.8
9.2
8.8
r3.0
39. r
20. o
26.2
29.5
2.3
rt.o  Lr.2  11.1
7.3  6.9  6.6
8.6  8.4  8.9
8.6  8.8  8.2
13.5  L2.8  11.7
47.O  51.I p  54.6 p
r9.9  r9.0  20.r
25.7  22.6  26.9
30.8  29.O  29.O
r.8  r.9  4.O
0.5
o.2
0.3
o.6
t.3
+ 15.5 p
+  0.1
+  o.7
0.5
+  L.7
EUR-IO 11 .0  10. 9  rO.8  r0. 7 0.3At this  point  it  should be recalled  (seei introduction  to
ctrapter i)  that  the figures for  "Hire arrd Reward"
hauliers  from the Statistical  Directive  do not cover
cross-trades. Further, figures on cross-trades under
community Quota have only been fully  conn,piled.since  the
Conununitl Quot" Statistics  have been connPuteri"g9^-^
( 1984 ),  -"r*.ry  cross-trade figures  for  tonnes ( 1982 and
iggg)-and t-km (1983) were also calculated manually (sr:e
Tab1e 2.16 of  19'85 Annual Report). It  itl  thus not
possible to  add in  cross-trades under C<lrununity. Quota. 1Eo
itre Uit"teral  movements reported under 1l'he Statistical
Directive for  the whole of  the period 1!ft8l-1984; in
Table 2.2 cross-,trades have thus been omitted for
consistency in  examing trends.
Because of the i.ncreasing i.mportance of  cross-trades, it
is,  however, nectessary to  add in  the cross-trades unde:r
Community Quota to the subsequent analysis.  The figures
for  1984 corresponding to  Table 2.2 witlir this  adjustme:nt
have already beirn puUtisnea for  1984 in  Tab1e 2.L5 of
the 1985 Annual RePort.
2.3 General develo t  of  cross-trading,  1983-1985
As stated in  the prerzious section, statistics;  on cross-trades
under Community Q-uotas have only been establjLshed since t9B3
for  t-km, while figur:es for  cross-trades outside the
Community Quota *u3t await the extension of  the Statistical-
Directive  (see section f.I).
In the Annual Report (fabte 2.L6) ttre development of- this
(restricted  form-of) cross-trading  was examitred during a
period in which the number of  Community Quota authorizations
was stable. As state<l at  the time,  it  is  of  considerable
importance to  see how cross-trading  develops as the number of
aulhorizations increases rapidly  toward the r:stablishment of
a market without quantitative  restrictions  by L992'
Table 2.3 shows the effect  of the first  subsi[antial
expansion of authorizations  on cross-trading,  that  of  f985.
In 1995 cross-trades increased by 33.3 t  almost as muctr as
the total  use of  Community authorizations (3'4.1 8);
consequently the share of  cross-trades was o'nly marginally
Iower at  2I.1 t  than the previous year,  (2L."3 8).  In  the
absence of  information on cross-trades "not rnnder Community'
Quota,,, it  is  not possibte to  say with certa.inty whether
there has been an increase in  total  cross-triedes or merely a
transfer of  cross-trades  towards Community  Qtuota
authorizationsr it  would seem like1y,  howeve:r, that  there hras
been an increase in  total  cross-trading in  1985.
l8Table 2.3 Tonne-kilometres achieved in  cross-trading by each
nationality  of haulier  under Community  Quota
authorizations.
Nationality
t-km in  cross-trades
(mio t-km)
Share of  cross-trades
in  total  t-km under
Community Quota
authorizations
1983  1984  1985 1983  L984  1985
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
56  63  60
L37  r58  256
323
689  726  886
399  439  577
99  LL2  209
61  60  77
24  31  44
52  51  77
000
3. 5  3.8  2.8
L6.7  18.5  17.2
0.3  0.2  0.2
58.4  60.8  59.9
48.7  54.3  53.2
59.9  63.4  7L.2
LO.2  9.4  9.9
22.8  2s.8  2L.8
5.1  5.0  5.2
000
EUR-I0 1520  L642  2188 20.3  2L.3  2L.L
t921.4 community Quota share of  "Hire and Reward" by relation'  19811
As explained above it  is  necessary to  add the cross-trades
under the Community Quota to the bilateral  journeys reportecl
under the Statistical  Directive in  order to  etssess the share
of  traffic  carried out under Community  Quota.
The latest  year for  which this  analysis  is  Srossible is  198rt
since comprehensive data for  1985 is  not yet available  from
the Directive.  In the L985 Annua] Report, anetlyses were
presented according to the nationality  of hatrlier  (Tables
Z.t4 ana 2.LS) and according to the Member State of  loading
(fables 2.L7 and 2.18).  In this  report simil4r  analyses but
by relation  are presented in  Tables 2.4 and 12.5 (Wote that
the right  hand column of percentages in  Table 2.5 is  the sarne
as Table 2.18 in  the f985 Annual Report except for  rounding).
If  one examines the 27 "important" rel-ations in  Table 2.5
(those with "Hire and Rewaid" total  (entry  "Iil") greater than
1 t  of the Intra  EUR-Io total)  then Tabte 2.1i A shows them
ranked according to  Conununity  Quota share (ttre 27 relations
form 13 pairs plus r/ux):
TABLE  2.6A
B/I
D/I
I/UIK
NL/r
DK/Dt
D/F'
D/El
r  /  lltr,
F/urK
F/I
D/GiR
E/El
D/r(]L
Nt/Er
IB
DI
IUK
INL
DDK
DF
DB
FNL
FUK
FI
DGR
FB
DNL
NLB
25t
198
18t
11 t
11 t
10t
8t
8t
4t
3t
3t
3t
0t
29t
20t
18t
15t
L4t
10t
8t
8t
6t
4E
4t
4t
3t
0t
r/B r/D uK/r
r/NL
D/DK
E/D
B/D
NL /  F
T/F
cR/D
B/F
NL/D
B/NL
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22The results  show the clear use of  Community  Quota
authorizations for  relations  where the two Member States are
not contiguous (ttre few top ranked pairs all  involve I
together with D, NL, B and UK) and the very low use in  the
Benelux area.
If  the cut-off  point  is  lowered to  0.3 I  of the Intra-EUR-IO
total  instead of  I  t  as above, then the following  13
relations  in  ranked order are added as shosrn in  Table 2.6 B.
TABLE  2.68
66
36
t6
l0
In this  second list,  the extensive use of  Community Quota
authorizations in  relations  between DK and I  or F can be
seen, whereas those relations  which are "free  from
authorizations" (relations  between UK and NL or DK) have very
low use of  Community Quota authorizations.
In summary it  can be seen that  those relations  involving
either  I  or  DK generally have very high use of  Community
Quota. This confirms the well  known fact  that  T, F and D
(through which DK hauliers must pass to  reach the rest  of
EUR-IO, except UK) had a restrictive  policy  on bilateral  and
transit  authorizations,  encouraging hauliers  from other
Member States to make intensive use of their  Corrnunity Quota
authorizations  to  reach I  or cross F or  D.
It  is  also interesting  to  examine the share of  Conununity
Quota authorizations in  each bilateral  relation  ignoring
cross-trades completely. Such an analysis is  carried out in
Table 2.7 which shows the percentage share of  each bilateral
t-km (as reported in  the Statistical  Directive)  which is
carried out under Community Quota authorizations.  It  should
be emphasised that bilateral  movements recorded in  the
Community Quota statistics  are aII  movements between the
member State of the haulier  and another member State; they
may (or may not be) part of a journey involving cross-trade
stages, this  more complex form of  analysing the Conununity
Quota Statistics  was abandoned in  L976 following the
elimination of  cross-trading from the utilization  criteria.
DK/r
F/DK
D/uK
NL/DK
uK/F
cR/r
Nr/cR
NL/UK
DK/UK
IDK
FDK
DUK
NL DK
FUK
IGR
NL GR
NL UK
UK DK
79 r  r/DK
42 t  DK/F
L7 I  uK/D
11t  DK/NL
98
58
48
3t
1t
t
t
8
t
23In Table 2.7 the underlined percentages represelnt the "most
important" relations  (those where the total  hire  and reward
t-krn exceeds I  t  of the Intra  EUR-10 total)  and the
percentages in brackets represent the "least  irnrportant" -retationi  (those where the total  hire  and rewalr:l t-km is  less
than 0.1 t  of the Intra  EUR-IO total).  Ttris con'vention, which
is  also extended to the marginal totals,  shows that  less than
I  t  of the intra  EUR-IO t-km originates or is  d'estined for
Luxembourg or Ireland.
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E{Examination of the "most
highest use of  CorununiiLy
following cases as shourn
hauliers from I  to  UK).
important" relatj-ons shows that  the
Quota authorizations occurs in  the
in  Table 2.8 (ux f  UK, means UK
'TABLE  2.8
UKIUK
UK IJK  I
BBI
BIB
DDI
DID
IBI
IIB
DK  IDK  D
DKDDK
IDI
IID
(gr
(27
(22
(2L
(2L
(20
(re
(r6
(r5
(14
(rs
(rg
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
r)
262.5 Cross-trading on important relations,  1984-85
This analysis is  restricted  to  L984 and 1985 for  two
reasons. Firstly  the sununary cross-trade tables for  1983 vtere
not compiled by relation  and secondly the small change in
total  cross-trades  between 1983 and f984 (1520 to  1642 mio
t-km, see Table 2.3) in  a period when the number of
authorizations  was fixed  is  of  less interest.
In Table 2.9 the L7 relations  with the largest  amount of
cross-trades (as measured in  t-km) are ranked according to
the t-km in  1984. Summary figures at  the foot of the table
gives details  for  the first  7 (ranked) relations,  the next 10
(ranked) relations,  the remaining relations  (no details  of
individual  relations  presented) and the total  for  all
relations.
While there has been some variation  between individual
relations,  Table 2.9 show that  the 33 t  overall  increase in
cross-trade t-km has been fairly  evenly distributed  between
the 3 groupes of  relations  shown in  the summary at the foot
of  the tab1e. Two relations  (f/B  and D/B) showed increases
of  about 60 t  while two other relations  (D/I and B/fl
recorded increases of about 50 t;  of  the L7 relations
examined only one relation  (F/I,  with 3 t)  showed less than
L7 t  increase.
Table 2.9 also shows the percentages held by cross-trades in
the total  t-km performed under CommunitY  Quota
authorizations.  In  L984, this  exceeded 50 t  only on the B/E
relation  (ae t  for  the F/B relation);  and while 5 of  the
first  7 (ranked) relations  had cross-trade shares exceeding
25 t,  the average of the first  7 was reduced to  22.6 t  (very
close to the overall  average of  2L.3 t)  because of the low
cross-trade shares for  r/D (f9  S) and especially D/I  (fO t).
Evidently this  pair  of  relations  (D I)  are of  little  interest
to  Community cross-traders, although it  is  attractive  to
non-Community (mainty Austrian) hauliers  (see Tables 2.9 and
2.LO of the 1983 Annual Report). Between 1984 and 1985 there
were few large changes in  the cross-trade share except B/F
(qq t  instead of  54 t),  F/B (4O t  instead of  48 S) F/T (ZO t
instead of  30 t)  and T/F (fe t  instead of  24 t).  As these
relations  all  fell  in  the "Next I0"  grouP of  relations,  this
group's average fell  from 30.L t  to  26.4 t.  Cross-trading  on
the "Remaining" relations)  rose marginally from L2.4 t  to
I3.4 t  but remained well  below the average for  all  relations
(around 2L t).
27@|2._9.  Relations with important cross-trarcles
r984
t/km  Share of
(mio )  c. Q.  irotal
}I&R
r985
t-km  Share of
(mio )  c. Q.  To'bal
H&:FI
Change
8s/84
t/km (mio)  t
rlD
B/I
F/D
D/F
NL/r
D/r
r/B
B/D
r/uK
F/T
D/B
r/NL
B/F
F/B
r/F
D/NL
vK/r
205
148
II3
103
LO2
88
87
68
64
59
58
56
51
46
44
38
36
r9*
393
25*
252
30t
10t
32*
38t
2rt
30t
38t
398
548
48t
242
26t
r68
3. 7t
.rr.4t
2. 5t
2.58
4.42
2. LZ
8.2t
3.0t
3.7t
1.39
2.8*
4.2*
r.8t
I .9t
1. rt
0.8*
2.7*
25L
22L
140
133
L29
L32
r40
88
85
6I
92
72
60
54
54
46
48
r98
42*
22t
232
28*
L2*
388
36t
20t
20t
40t
37t
44*
40t
r6t
27*
16t
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
+46
+73
+27
+30
+27
+44
+53
+20
+2L
+2
+34
+16
+9
+8
+10
+8
+L2
+22*
+49t
+24t
+29*
+26*
+50t
+61t
+29*
+33t
+38
+59t
+29t
+188
+1 7t
+23t
+2L*
+33t
Itirst  7
relations
846  22.6*  3.7*
(s1r)
1146  23. Ot  N
(s2r) +300  +35t
Next 10
relations
520  30. l_*  I . 98
(32r)
660  26.4*  N
(308)
+140  +27*
Itemaining
relations
279  L2.42  L.zt
(t7r) 382  13.4t  N
(18r)
+103  +37*
AII
r:elations
1645  2r.3t  2.2*
( r00r )
2188  21. lt  :2r.8t
( f 0O8;  €:st.
+543  +338
28Table 2.9 also shows the percentages held by cross-trade in
the total  t-km performed by all  Conwrunity Hire and Reward
hauliers.  While the share for  all  relations  has risen  from
2.2 t  in  1984 to  an (estimated) 2.8 t  in  1985, no details  can
be given for  individual  relations  for  f985. For L984, the
high share of  cross-trades for  B/T (I1.4  8) and r/B  (e.Z t)
are parti.cularly  noteworthy; the only other shares to  exceed
3 t  also concern relations  with  Italy  (NL/r, 4.4 8i  r,/NL,
4.2 t  and t/o,  3.7 S). These results  seem to  support earlier
conclusions that hauliers with  Conununity  Quota authorizations
use them even in  cross-trading with Italy  because the
situation  regarding bilateral  authorizations with  Italy  or
transit  authorizations  via  Germany or France was difficult.
A fuII  table of the percentage shares of  cross-trades in
total  "hire  and reward" for  L984 is  given in  Table 2.LO (ttre
system of  undertining and putting  some percentages in
brackets is  the same as in  Table 2.7,  see above).
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30CHAPTER  3
Expected economic impact of  Community Quota authorizations, 1987
3. I  Introduction
In Chapter 2 it  was shown that  in  1984 just  over 10 t  of  the
tonne-kilometres performed by hire  and reward hauliers in
international  intra-Conununity (EUR-10) traffic  lras done under
Community Quota authorizations. With the rapid comulative
increase in  the number of  Conmunity quota authorizations since
L984, 30 t  in  f985, 4L t  in  f986 (although this,  of  course,
includes Spain and Portugal for  the first  time) and 27 t
already agreed for  1987, it  is  of  considerable interest  to
examine the development of  the expected share of the Community
Quota in  total  hire  and reward international  intra-Community
traffic.  Before examining this,  however, it  is  first  necessary
to  consider the inclusions of  Spain and Portugal in  the
matrices, which have up to  now in  this  Report have only
referred to  EUR-I0.
3l:3.2 "Hire and Reward" internati.onal intra-EUR-l2 tonne
kilometres r984
For intra-EUR-IO traffic,  details  have alreadly been presented
in  Table 2.4 of  the tonne-kilometres performed in  1984. For
the "bilateral  movements only" the data can lbe rearranged as
shown in  the top left-hand corner of  Table 3. l,  so that
"nationality  of haul-j-er" appears as the "rohr'" of  the table
and the "relation"  appears as the "column". 'llre game data can
be extracted directllz  from Tables I.2.X.2  an,il L.2.X.4 of  the
SOEC publication on the 1984 Road Statistics  Directive
results  except, of  course, that  Table 3.1 includes estimates
for  ltaly  and the Lurrembourg figures are thosie for  L942.
Under the Statisticali  Directi.ve, Member Stat,€:s are required
to furnish tonne-kilometres for  intra-Conununity traffic  but
not for  journeys to third  countries. A number of  Member
States do, hOwever, calculate such tonne-kil{Ometres  for  their
own purposes and kinctly supptied such data t,o the SOEC for
L983 and 1984 where available.
During the negotiations on the 1986 Communit.)r  Quota
authorizations, the lipanish and Portuguese authorities
supplied data on the tonne-kilometres of  thejlr hauliers to
EUR-10 and also betweien Spain and Portugal (,iletails of
tonnages involved harre already been presenteil in  the 1985
Annual Report). From this  Spanish and Portuguese data, the
average distance to  eiach Member State was calLculated and
applied to the tonnaltes carried by hauliers  f-rom the partner
Member State concerned in  cases where the partner Member
State was not able to provide the tonne-kilonnetres
themselves. In this  luay it  was possible to build  up a
complete Intra-EUR-lil matrix of  tonne-kilometres  for  1984.
In the discussions on the Spanish and Portuguese Commmunity
Quotas for  1986, it  was considered appropriate to  make an
allowance for  the fa:lrly  rapid growth of  tracle that  would
occur after  adhesion to the Community; this  adjustment was
set at  30 t.  In orde:: to assess the impact olF the Community
Quota in  L987, it  seeimed reasonable to make the same
assumption of a 30 t  adjustment for  traffj.c'Lo  and from (and
between) Spain and Portugal in  addition to the "normal"
growth of  international  intra-Community road haulage. The
method of calculatiorr adopted was to  add the 30 t  adjustment
to the f984 matrix,  :1.e. as if  Spain and Portugal $/ere in  the
Community in  1984; ttrese results  are presented in  the bottom
rohrs and right-hand columns of Table 3.1.I
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33The f igures in  Tabte 3. t  only relate  to  "bil'ateral"
movements. It  is  nec,essary to  add the "crossi,-trades"
movements under the Community Quota to  obtai:n the complete
situation  (see remar,ks at  end of  Section 2.2r.  Ttris point  i.s
reexamined in  Section 3,5 after  the developnrent of  number Of
Conununity Quota authorizations and the estimated use of  such
authorizations has been examined.
3.3 Number of  Community Quota authorizations,  1984 -  1987
As already mentioned in  the introduction to this  chapter,
there has been a dra,matic i-ncrease in  the nu:mber of  Conwruni-ty
euota authorizations since L984, this  followed a period whein
the number of  authorizations had only risen very slowly  (3t127
in  1981 to  4038 in  1984 ) .
The breakdown of  authorizations  between Memtrer States is
given in  Table 3.2. For L987, two sets of  fj.gures are giverr,
[.tre (provisional)  pecision of  the Council of  16 December 1986
which relates to the "15 t  *  compensation" taken under the
existing  Regulation 3L64/76 (which gave an overall  increascl
of  27 t)  and the figures included in  the Commission Proposal
for  L987 which are based on the 40 t  increase
(+ compensation) agreed in principle  by the Council in  .fune
f9g6i Lhese two options are referred to as l-987 A and L987 B.
34TABLE 3.2
Number of Community Quota Authorizations, 1984 -  1987
Member
State
r984 1985 1986 1987 Aln
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
727
656
567
626
434
t11
436
88
305
88
9L4
801
72L
785
570
179
55r
L47
469
I3I
1112
957
883
955
707
245
673
204
625
170
673
233
L44L
1238
rl 78
L29L
868
305
760
258
739
230
829
309
1735
r488
L424
L553
r036
404
902
34L
929
293
I014
4r6
EUR-
LO/L2
4038 5268 7437 9446 1r535
3531.4 Estimated use of Community Quota authorizations,  1986 -  198?'
The latest  figures relating  to the use of  Conmunity Quota
authorizations relates to  1985. Details of  the total
tonne-kilometres and cross-trading tonne-kilo:rnetres by each
of nationality  of haulier  have been given in  Table 2.L and
2.3 respectively.  Fro:m these tables one can calculate the
average use per authorization as shown in  Tatrle 3.3 and 3.4
respectively. Figures for  Spain and Portugal are based on the
partial  1986 data that  were available at the time the
Commission carried out its  calculations for  i.ts  Decision on
the L987 Community Quotas (Decision of  30 Seprtember f986 ) .
Examination of the results  of  Tables 3.3 and 3.4 together
with preliminary information from the 1986 Co:mmunity Quota
Statistics  suggests that,  despite the large i.ncrease in  the
number of  Community Quota authorizations,  therre is  no
evidencer ds yet,  of  a reduction in  the averai,ge
tonne-kilometre (or cross-trading tonne-kilometre) per
authorization, a reduction which must surely come, sooner or
laterr  os the number of authorizations increarses at  40 t
(comulative) per annum. (fne reduction i-s expected to  come
due to the gradual spread of allocation  of  authorizatj-ons tc)
smaller vehicles as the number of  authorizati.ons builds  up) ,,
It  therefore seems reasonable to  assume that,  in  1986 and
1987, the average use of authorizations (and cross-trade us€)
of authorizations) remains as in  1985. With this  asssumption,
one can calculate the total  utilization  of  Co:nununity Quota
authorizations in  1986 and f987 (under both option A and B)
as shown in  Table 3.5 and the cross-trade uti.lization  for  the
same alternatives  i-n Tab1e 3.6.
36Nationality
of haulier r981 L982 r983 L984 r985
t  change
8s /8L
D
F
I
(a)
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
2051
1336
2045
r639
1723
L299
1r60
r10t
2987
536
2105
1268
1851
L748
1889
r384
117 3
LO77
3205
497
2L92
L252
r988
r884
1885
L487
L376
11 76
3314
596
2256
1302
2055
1908
1886
1588
L460
1378
3350
LL44
2325
r859
2068
r883
I90I
L640
r 398
1387
2676
r218
+13
+39
+I
+15
+I0
+26
+2L
+26
IO
+L27
E (b)
(b) P
2269
r834
TABLE 3.3
Averaqe tonne-kilometres per Community Quota Authorization
Notes:
(a) The French figures prior  to  1985 are not comparable with  1985
(see Section 2.L).
(b) The Spanish and Portuquese figures are based on partial
year estimates for  f986.
TABLE 3.4
Average "cross-trade" 9on-ne-kilonletres Per
communitv Quota Authorlzat].on
Notes:
(a)  See Note (a) of  Table 3.3
(b) See Note (b) of  Table 3.3
Nationality
of haulier
1983 r984 t 985 t  change
8s /83
D
F (a)
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E (b)
P (b)
77
2LO
6
1101
9L9
891
141
269
r69
o
87
242
4
1160
r01 2
r007
L37
3s5
168
0
65
3r9
4
1r28
r0l2
1168
139
303
165
0
40
L7
16
+52
33
+2
+L0
+3I
I
+13
,-
JITABLE 3.5
Tota1 use of  Community Quota AuthorizationE,  1984 -  L987
-
Notes:
(a) The French figure prior  to  1985 is  not comparable with  t9tl5 or later  (see Section 2.f).
Member
State
L984
( actual )
r985
( actual )
I986
( estimate  )
L987
( estimate  ) Ala
D
F
I
NL
B
(a)
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
r640
854
1165
1194
810
L76
637
L2L
LO22
l0r
2L25
1489
l49r
L479
1084
294
770
204
1255
r60
2585
L779
1826
L798
L344
402
94L
283
L673
207
L527
427
3350
2301
2436
243L
1650
500
LO62
358
L978
280
r881
567
403'4
2766
2945
292,4
r96,9
66:3
L26.L
47,3
2486
35'7
230.L
763
EUR-
Lo/L2
7720 10350 L4792 L8794 2294:2
38TABLE 3.6
Notes:
(a)  See Note (a) of  Table 3.5.
(b) The Spanish and Portuguese figures
assumed to be the same as those for
real  figures for  part of  1986.
Cross-trade of  Conmunit uota Authorizations
x mio t-km
1984 -  1987
for  1984 and 1985 are
1986 which are based
Member
State
1984
( actual )
1985
( actual )
1986
( estimate  )
L987
( estimate ) Ala
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
(a)
IRL
DK
GR
E (b)
P (b)
63
r58
2
726
439
LL2
60
3r
51
0
27
4
60
256
3
886
577
209
77
44
77
0
27
4
72
305
4
LO77
7L5
286
94
62
r03
0
27
4
94
395
5
L456
878
356
106
78
L22
0
33
5
113
475
6
L752
1048
472
L25
r03
r53
o
4L
7
EUR-
LO/L2
L673 22L9 2749 3s28 4295
393.5 Estimated,,Hire  and Reward" international  inrtra-EUB-I2
tonne-kj-Iometres,
Table 3.I  gives the estimated bilateral  t-km in  1984 by
nationality  of haulier  on the assumption thiat Spain and
Portugal were already in  the Community (i.e.  including the 30
t  adh6sion effect).  table  3.6 gives the "cross-trades" under
the Community Quota for  L984 ( and later  yea:r's ) .  Combining
Tables 3.f  and 3.6 gives the total  t-km in  .1.984 for  "hire  iand
reward" hauliers on international  intra-EUR*]2 traffic  by
nationality  of hauli.er ( ignoring as always :i.n this  Report
cross-trades not car:ried out under Communitlt' Quota). The
calculations are set out in  Table 3.7.
Table I.3  showed thett the overall  increase ,of all  "Hire and
Reward" hauliers  from 1981 to  1984 was 19 t  (slightly  more
than for  a1I haulier:s, 18.3 t  (raute l.f  )).  This average
annual increase of  eibout 6 t  was obtained i:n a period of
ii6?Ete  growth of  gross national product arrd is  expected to
be roughly maintaineid from L984 to  1987 (overall  growth rate
in  1985 piovisionalJLy  estimated as 4.9 t,  i,n tonnes -  Annual
Report 1985 and 4.O t,  7.6 t  and 5.0 t  in  the first  three
qulrters  of  f9B6 -  Ouarterly Report No. 23),, For the purpose
of ttris  Report it  wjlll  be assumed that  tota]L tonne-kilometres
increase bt  6 t  per annum from 1984 to  1987" (ttote that  small
errors in  this  assumption are not very critjlcal  for  the
purposes needed here, i.e.  a total  from which to  calculate
the Conununity Quota share).
The question then a:rises as to how to apply this  9 !  overall
grow{h rate to  each Member State. Application of  6 I  growth
to the final  column of  Table 3.7 seems too simptistic  since
it  ignores
(  i)  different  "intrinsic"  growth rates for  each
Member State
( ii ) :15:::iil:iil,T; 3f,::H;l';:.13::'3i"f::.
Regarding (i)  Table 1.3 shows the different  "intrinsic"
growth rates for  thra period 1981  L984 whir:h is  rather too
short a period for  ia refined analysis.  Tabla f . 3 shows
relatively  little  variation  for  most Member states between,
2L t  ana 3l  t  excep't for  France (5 t)  and I'b'aly (9 t)  and
Ireland and Greece ( af -  45 E ) .  The very lor,v figure  for
France can expect to obtain a relative  boos't from the
adhesion of  Portuga.L and, especially,  Spain.; the figure  for
Italy  is  estimated, while L981 to  L984 cove:rs a
"post-adhesion to the Conununity" period for  Greece. It  wasr
therefore concluded that  it  was not yet possible to  calcu.l.ate
different  "intrinsi,c"  growth rates fOr each Member State.
40TABLE 3.7
Total tonne-kilometres by Hire and Reward hauliers
n assumtng Spain and port aI were alrea
Regarding (ii),  the evidence so far  (based on the rarge increase in  Conmunity euota authorizations in  l9g5) is  that the average "c-ross-trading" tonne-kirometres per authorization has remained unchanged. with this  assumption the totar  "cross-trading" tonne-kirometres were estimated in Table 3.6.
The method of  calculation  finarly  adopted was to add 6 g per annum to the total  tonne-kilometres (gg.9r2 mio t-km -  see Tabre 3.7),  to  substract the "cross-trading,' tonne-kilometres under each of  the arternatives  examined (rggo, 1gg7 A, L987 B) and to  assume that  each Member state had an equar (slightly  below 6 S) growth of  "bilateral"  tonne-kj-Iometres. Finally  the cross-trading tonne-kilometres was added back to the bilateral  tonne-kirometres for  each Member state to give estimated total  tonne-kilometres  for  each of  the alternatives examined. (A similar  carcuration courd have been carried out for  1985, but since the main interest  was to  compare the (known) situation  in  1994 with  19g6 and the two arternatives 1987 A and 1987 B, this  calculation  was not carried out. )
fhe calculations for  the above projection  (projection  seems more appropriate than forecast in  view of  the Large number of assumptions having to be made) are set out in  tabie 3.8 for the "bilaterar"  tonne-kilometres  and (combining with the cross-trade tonne-kirometres in  Table 3.6) in  iable  3.9 for the total  tonne-kilometres.
Nationality
of haulier
Bilateral
traffic
Cross-trades Total
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
r6883
L442L
I4113
L4969
7268
323
3360
476
3694
2525
8618
1589
63
158
2
726
439
IL2
60
3r
51
0
27
4
L6946
L4579
14115
r 5695
7707
435
3420
507
3745
2525
8645
1593
EUR-I2 88239 L673 899L2
4lTABLE 3.8
Estimated b:llateral ton4eatilometree
nireffis  in 1984, 1986 a L987
(x mio t-km)
t9lB4 ( a)
TotaI
Cross-trade
Bilateral
of which
hauliers  from
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
107087'
4295;
LO2792t,
r.966t]
L6791'
L644JL
1743{l
846'7
37ti
391,1
55lt
430:3
294.L
loo3,9
r85 r
107087
3528
LC)3559
198r4
L6925
n6563
n7568
8530
379
3943
559
4335
2963
tolt4
1865
t0t025
2749
98276
r8803
16061
r 5718
t6672
8095
360
3742
530
4LL4
28L2
9598
L770
89912
L673
88239
r6883
L442L
14113
L4969
7264
323
3360
476
3694
2525
8618
r589
LO2792 1r03558 €18239 Check Tota1
Notes:
(a) including
Portugal
30 t  additional  for
(adhesion effect).
traffic  to  an<l from SPain and
42TABLE 3.9
Estimated total  tonne-kilometres bv
nire  a  a tggZ
(x nio  t-km)
Nationality
of haulier
L984 (a) 1986 L987 Aln
D
F
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
E
P
L6946
L4579
14rr5
r5695
7707
435
3420
507
3745
2525
8645
I 593
r8875
16366
L5722
L7749
8810
646
3836
592
42L7
28L2
9625
L774
r9908
L7320
r6568
L9024
9408
735
4049
637
4457
2963
LOL47
1870
r9792
L7284
16456
r9200
9460
848
404L
658
4459
2943
r0086
1859
EUR-I2 899L2 101024 107086 r07086
Notes:
(a)  See Note (a) of  Table 3.8
433.6 Sha@luota  in  "Hire and Rehtar(:[" international
ffi
Dividing the results  from Table 3.5 on the (totat)  use of  the
Conrnuniiy  Quota auttrorizations by those from Table 3.9 on the
(total)  lonne-kilomertres by "Hj.re and Rewar(:[" ]rauliers,  t]te
percentage share of the Conununity  Quota can be calculated;  the
results  are set out in  Table 3.I0,  the resu.l.ts for  1984
correspond to the actual figures for  EUR-10.
The results  show thert the disparities  obserued between Member
States in  1984 (see Section 2.3.3,  Table 2.|1.5 of  the 1985.Annual
Report) have been mainained in  1986 and onl1r marginally reduced
in  1987 after  the application of  the "compe:nsation".
TABLE 3.IO
Percen Share of  Communit uota in  total  traffic
uIl-ers n
( in  t-krn)
Nationality
of haulier
r984
( actual )
r_986
( estimate  )
L987
( estimate  ) A  [a
D
F (a)
I
NL
B
L
UK
IRL
DK
GR
1:1.0
6.5
{3.9
't.8
I:L. O
40. s
L9.7
2!t. I
213.5
,4. 0
L4
II
L2
IO
I5
62
25
48
40
7
L7
13
15
13
18
68
26
56
44
9
20
16
t8
l_5
2T
7A
3I
72
56
L2
EUR-I0 ttt.5
E
P
16
24
I9
30
23
41
EUR-I2 L4.6 L7 .6 2L.4
Notes:
(a) The French figure  frcr 1984 is  not comparabl,e with  1986 or  later
( see Section 2.1 ) .
I
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